
P - Block Elements (Group 15 to 18) 

VERV SHORT ANSWER n'PE QUESTIONS 
1 • Amon, ,roups l 4 and l 5, the elements of which ,roup are hlfole" acids in the dectusing order of 

less metalllc7 
~ Af(lrct 

2 How does the fflltatlic chi- . · (i) thlffTIII stability CII) reducing power 

-J,(3 • . •- vary ,n a,oup 15? · .. --....th 

I • What typed multiple bonds Ill present In N2 molecule? (iii) ,cidlC ~m:n115u,. 

4. What are the molecular formula and sha . . 3' Whit is the name of the compound OF2? 

Phospho,us molecule? pe of a white f 
5 
• w,,at is the general formula of perhalic acids? 

S. Name the shaped the hydlides of an,up 15 elements. ~- A,nOn1tfCIO, HBrO and HIO, which is most acidic? 

~ -dArranea the hydrides (MH3) rA an,up 15 elements in the ·f 37
• Arrange oxoacids of chlorine in the decreasln1 order of their 

-I\~ ecreaslr• order ot 
T . . . stre h 

Ci) thermal stability 
acid~ · ngt . 

ff) basic 38 In an interhatoeen compound XYn, which halopn (X or ,Y) 

c\ ~haracter and 
• dOeS exist in -1 oxidation state? 

7_ ~•:,::;:na charactc,. -f.~ t. Arnone c12, Br2 and BrCI, which is most reactive? £:,1\cl w~~? 

~ - Among N ~ d PCl3 and PCls ~~ules. 1 .c,. What is tt,e shape of CIF3 molecule? ·. 

9. Write th/~u~6 • nd As40&, ~ich 1s. most acidic? · 1u1• What type of hybridisation is involved in the formation of If 5 

phosphorus. rA ~ OXOICids of phosphorus in which ·:t · ,nolecule? 

t 
,s s>resent ,n +5 oxidation state . 

. . 

10. What ~s the basicity d phosphorus acid (~PO )? ~ 2. Name a, pseudo halide ,on and the corresponding pseudo 

1. What IS the meaning d the term 'chalcoRe ,, 3 halogen .. _ 

12. Write the valence shell elecbonic oonfi ~ion . , --43; W.hat is the value of Cp ICv for a noble gas? . 

elements. gu · . ~ group 16 44, Among halogens and noble gases, which have higher ator¥c 

13• Wri~ the molecular formula d sulphur. ,-,- radii? '\. · . 

¥s· Which has a higher electron affinity : 0 or S? _ • ·45, Are noble gases soluble in water? . 

5. Write the formula al a compound in which n-n . ts . -t,-46. What type of interactipn' is responsible for the solubility of a 

+2 oxidation state. -.,e.. .exis m noble gas-in water? .-

16. Can oxygen exist .in +6 oxidation state? +1. Name the ch~misf who prepar~ the first compound ?f 

1 t. What type of hybridisation is usually involved in the xenon. Also -~~-the structure of the compound . 

. compounds containing sulphur In +6 oxidation state? ~ - What ,~ .the 8l0fflltrY al XeF
2 

molecule and what type c 

-~ .8, Name the metal(s) which belonl(s) to group 16. · hybridisation is lnvolw!d In Its tonnatJon? 

1_9: Write the formulae of the allotropes of oxygen. 49. What .'are the shapes at the molecules of following xeno 

20. What type of hybridisation is involved in the formation rA a ·f compounds? 

· H20 molecule? · 
XeF4, XeF6, ~ and XeOF4 

i1: Arrange H20, H2S, H2Se and H2 Te in the decreaslngOfderd 50. Name the types al hybridisation inwlved in the formation c 

·-f (i) volatility (ii) acidic character. .' * followina xenon compounds. 

22. Does water act as a reducing agent? ' XeF4, XeF&, XeOF4 and Xe03. 

23. What is the shape of SF6 molecule? ~ 1. Write the formula of unic acid. 

-0f24. Draw the structure of S03 molecule. 52. Which property Is Involved In the separation of noble gase: 

--;f25. Why are the elements of group 17 called 'halogens'? by ~•r's m~t~? . . 

26. Name a halogen which exists as a solid at room temperature. 53· What ,s the oxidation state c:A phosphorus '" the following : 

27. The elements of which group do have the smallest atomic <•> H3P03 (b) PCl3 

radii in respective periods? 
Cc) Ca3P2 Cd) N13P04 

28.- How do the following properties vary on moving down group (e) POF3 

1 7? 
54. What are the oxidation states of S in the following compounds: 

(i) Density -~ ii) Electron affinity (a) PbS Cb) S02 · 

.· (iii) Ionisation energy 
(c) SF6 Cd) Na2S203 

2~. Among the halogens, which has the highest electron affinity? Ce) H2S03 · 

'130. Can fluorine exhibit positive oxidation states? 55. Find the oxidation state of the halopn in the followlni 

·*31. Can iodine displace chlorine from NaCl solution? compounds: 

32. Which hydrogen halide does exist in the liquid state at 290 K? (a) Cl20 (b) CI02 

(c) KBr03 
(d) NaCI04_ 

56. Find the total number of lone pairs of electrons In N203. 
(J.E.E. Ad., 20151 



SHORT ANSWER 1YPE QUESTIONS . 
1. Nitrogen exists as a diatomic molecule, while the . _other ~~- Write the formulae, structures and basic, 0 · ·ty f the following 

elements of group 15 exist as polyatomic molecules. ~lain. •~ oxoacids : 

2. Why are the atomic radii of group 15 elements smalle( U,an Ci) Hypophosphorus acid 

those of the corresponding elements of group 14? (ii) Cyclometaphosphoric acid 

~ - Why are the melting points of antimony and bismuth tower . (iii) Orthophosphoric acid 
, 1)f" than the expected values? (iv) Pyrophosphoric acid , 

4. Why are the ionisation energies of group 15 elements much 25. Why does orthophosphoric acid form th,ee types of salts. 
• 1 ts of 14, Explain its ionisation behaviour. . , 

higher than those of the corresponding e emen group • 
26

_ How is orthophosphoric acid prepared from rock phosphate. 
5. How does the metallic character vary on moving down the 

, Mention its important uses. . . 
group 15? Give suitable explanation for the observed onter. 

27
_ Why does nitrogen differ from other elements of ,ts group ,n 

~ - The trineptive ions cM3-> are formed only by N and P among its chemical behaviour? 

group 15 elements. Explain. 28
_ Why are group 16 elements called chalcogens? 

~ • Why does the stability of +5 oxi~tion state decrease on °if29 Why is polonium called so? 
moving down the 8"0UP 15, · ,·st as a gas whereas other elements of . • ·· ~ o. Why does oxygen ex • , 

l5 exists but NCl5 does noti Explain. 1'-- the group are solids at room temperature. 

rite the structures of White phosphorus and red ,...,_ .. -rus. 31 ,a,r,·te the structure of a sulphur molecule. . . 
~ ... .,. ---.,. "' • n, . . · f lomum lower 
~} Giving suitab~e reasons, arranae the hydrides (MH3) of group '4,i. Why are the melti~g and boiling pomts O po 

15 elements 1n the decrusing order of H-M-H bond angle. 1'~ than those of selenium? , 

11. Discuss the structure of NH3 and explain why does it possess V • Why is the first ionisation energy of oxygen lower than that of 
. a shorter bond angle than the expected one. _ . :.r:-- nitrogen? 

l2.. Why does PH3 possess a smaller bond angle thart that fo; ·34. Why is it difficult to ionise group 16 elements? 
1 

h 
NH3? .- 35. The electron affinity of oxygen is lower than that of sup ur. 

U. Why does the basic strength of the hydrides at::.,vc,up 1.E ~ Explain. . i _
2 

-~ 4. Among NH3,_ PH3, AsH3, SbH3 and BiH3, which , does 

* elements decrease on movin, down the r,oop? · -~--.. ~ 36. Why does the tendency Qf grou~ 16 elements to e~st n 
oxidation state decrease:on moving down the group. 

P0SSess the highest reducing power and why? · 
-id.s. Why does ammonia have a higher bolling point than that of 
-~ Phosphine? 

16. Why does nitrogen not form pentahalides? 
-tf 7. Discuss the structure of PCl5. 1IH0 Uc{ .8,-.t.q · 5 l---a;u, · 

18. Complete and balance the following equations : 

(i) ~ 4 + Cu2• ---+ 

(ii) ~ 4 + KI03 ---+ 

(i ii) PCl3 + H20 ---+ 

(iv) BiCl3 + HiO ---+ 

A{v) Pb(N03)2 Heal 

~ (vi) PiOs + HN03 --+ 

19. Name the oxides of group 15 elements having the group 
element in +3 and +4 oxidation states. 

20. Write the structures of different oxides of nitrogen. 
~ 1. Why do the oxides of phosphorus and other heavier elements 

of group 15 have cage structures? 
~ 2. Write the structures of phosphorus trioxide and phosphorus 

pentoxide. . 
23. Write the names and structures of important oxoac,ds of 

nitrogen. 

--1)7. Oxygen usuarix.~ ,in·>- 2 oxidation state but it exhibits +2 
-~ state in OF2.Jxplain. 

38. Why do sulphur and other heavier elements of group 16 
exhibit higher oxidation states? 

~ 9. Expiain how does sulphur exist in +2, +4 and +6 oxidation 
states. 

, 40. How do the following properties vary on fflOVing ~ 
group 167 ~ 
(i) Atomic radii (ii) Metallic character f mi> Catenation. . 

T4l. Discuss the important allotropic forms of sulp_hur. 
42. Discuss the structure of H20 molecule . 

. 4.3. Why does H-M-H bond angle in the hydrides Of · 
f elements decrease on going down the group? ll'llllp 16 
~- Water is a liquid while all other hydrides of group 16 et 
~ are gases at room temperature. Explain. ~ 

¾4~- Giving suitable reasons, arrange the hydrides of lr0op 
:;f" elements in the decreasing order of their thermal stabir 16 
4§. Giving suitable reasons, arrange the hydrides of rty, 
"1- elements in the increasing order of their acidic cha:: 16 

·-f-4 7. Why does water not act as a reducing agent? · 
48. Why shou!d the compound F20 not_ be called as ft~ 

oxide? Write the correct representation and name 
01 
~ 

compound. 

49. How many types of halides are _fo~ed by . sulphur? Writt 
their general formulae and the oxidation states of SUiphur in 
them. 

SO. Why is SF 6 used as a gaseous insulator in high ~ * generators? 



51. Discuss the structure of SF6. rt-79. Why does HF not show reducing properties, whereas other 

52. Discuss the structure of S(½. tialoien halides do? 

53. Discuss the fom,ation and structure of S03 molecule. -:f.,. Why does the reducing power of hydrogen halldes Increase 

54. Write the structure of sulphur trioxide In the solid state. with Increase In the atomic number of halogen? 

*55. Write the structure of selenium trioxide In the solid stile. •)flt. Giving suitable reasons, arranse hydrogen halides ln the 

56. Write the formulae and structures of the followi~ OXOldds d Increasing order of their acidic strenifh. 

sulphur : -f-82. Write the structures of Cl20, CI02 and c12o7. 

t
(!>. Sulphuric acid (Ii) Sulphurous acid a,. What types of oxoaclds are ~rmed by halogens? Mention the 

111) Peroxodlsulphuric acid oxidation states of halogens m them. 

iv) Dithionlc acid. 84. Write the formulae and structures of hypotluorous and 

57. Why are the elements of group 17 called haqens? hypochlorous acids. 

58. Why does the state of agglomeration (the tendency d as. Complete and balance the following equations : 

molecules to come closer) increase on moving down lht 
group l 7? t-(i) NaOH + Br2 Cold 

59. Why are the halogen atoms smallest In their respediw (ii) Na202 + CI02 -. 

periods ? 
60. Why does the density of halogens increase on movill down -~(iii) NaOH + Cl2 ~. 

the group? ' ' [leclrolysl, 

~-'il. Why do melting and boiling points of hal()£erlS increase on (rv) NaCI03 + HzO 
tr . 

moV1ng down the group? ~- What is bleaching powder and how Is it prepared from slaked 

62. Why do halogens have very high ionisation energies? . lime? Mention its Important uses. 

63. Why do ionisation energies decrease in going from F to I 11 87. Giving suitable explanation, arrange hypohalous acids of 

group 17? chlorine, bromine and Iodine In the increasing order of their 

64. Why do haloge{lS possess very high values d l&. acid strength. 

electronegativity? Arrange the halQ8805 in the Older rJ -~ Giving suitable explanation, arrange o,coacids of chlorine in 

decreasing electroneptivity. . , the increasing order of their acid strength. 

65. Why do halogens have very high values of electron affinity. 89. What are interhalogen compounds and how are they 

66. The electron affinity of fluorine is unexpectedly iower thl" cl~ssified? 
that of chlorine. Comment on the statement and explain,. 90· Discuss the formation and structure of XF3 (X = Cl, Br, I) ' 

67. Giving suitable reasons, arrange halogens in the dee_,. 9 molecule. , ~ , 
order of electron affinity. 

1 · Write the structures \of ~he,follo~ing interhalogen compounds : 

68. Why does iodine exhibit a slight metallic cha~? . . (l) CIF5 . . 7f(h~ 1~7 . 

69 Why does fluorine exhibit only -1 oxidation state in all of itS \ Also m~ntion ~t~ state of hybnd1sat1on of Cl and I atoms 

• ' Dresent m t~ 
compounds? (exctP' 92. Why ,11 1 fl · . . . 1 be · 

·.10 r. k' the example of chlorine show that all halogeflS ,,oes uonne exh1b1l an anoma ous hav1our as 

,f · fla 
1'.11 ) can exhibit +l +3, +'5 and +7 oxidation stateS- lil cornpa~ to the behaviour of other halogens? 

uorine ' 1 ~ • What 1s ba · ·od· t h ·d hi 
71 Wh does fluorine not exhibit higher oxidation states- , . s1~ 1 ine and w_ha . are t e ev1 ences w ch 

• Y SUPl>Ort the existence of such iodine? 

72, Expla. . in the pale yellow COiour of fluonne and violet colour of --k94 What are ---•do h I'd 
'if- iodine. 1' ·· · · th ..-u a I es Ind pseudo hal089"s and why are 

u..... would un \ 
95 

fff called so? Give some examples. 
13. r1'I" ,-u account for the very high reactiui'tu of Th I 

ri,logeflS? ... :··,, • e e ~ents of lfOup 18 should riat,tly be called as noble 

7'- wtry do haloS!rlS act as oxidisin, agents? · ::ln~Slead of Inert gases. Comment on the statement and 

75. A_ halo&en ~ low atomic number can oxidise halide Ions of 96 H 
higher atomic numbers. Comment on the st t t nd • :,_,w wo

17
uld you justify the inclusion of group 18 In between 

· 'th 't bl a emen a .,,vUp and ""'UP 1 I the 
explain w1 su1 a e examples. 97 

., • ., n periodic table? 

76. Which ~t the following reactions are feasible and which are • Write the names and electronic confiauratlons of all the noble 
no1 feasible and why? gases. 

(i) f2 + 2NaBr -+ 2NaF + Br2 98. ~ ado noble gases exist as monoatomlc molecules? 

(iij Clz + 2NaF -+ 2NaCI + f tomic_ radii of noble gases are laraer than those of the 

2Nacl Fz 
1 

corresponding hal_ogens. Explain. 
(iiO Br2 + -+ 2NaBr Cl 00 Wh 

+ 2 • Y are the melting and boiling points of noble gases much 
Ovl '2 + 2NaCI -+ 2Nal + C'2 lower as compared to those of other substances of comparable 

(v) Br2 + 2Nal -+ 2NaBr + 
12 

molecular masses? 
. . , 1-101. Why do noble ga~ have very high ionisation ene ies' 

77, GMng ~u,table reason~, arrange metal halides (M-X) in the ~- ~iving suitable explanation, arrange noble ga! i~ the 

decreasing order of their ionic character. increasing order of their solubility in water. 

78. H)'drogen fluoride is a low boiling liquid, while all other 103. What type~ interactions are responsible to, the solubility of 

hydrogen halides are gases at room t a noble gas in water? Explaln. 

and exolain. emperature. Comment 104. Why d~ the solubi~ity of noble gases In water Increase with 
increase 1n the atomic number? 



~ 5. Among He, Ne, Ar, Kr and Xe, which gas is most easily 
liquefiable and why? 

_;f 06, The electron gain enthalpy values of noble gases are la9 
positive. Explain. 

107. What type of compounds of noble gases were obtained prior· 
to 1962? 

*.108. When and how did the chemistry of noble gases beiin? Name 
, ~ the chemist who prepared the first compound of a noble gas. 

109. Write the names and formulae of some important compounds 
of xenon and krypton. 

~ 10. Give the methods of preparation of XeF2, XeOF 4 and Xe03. 

U.l. Complete and balance the following equations : 
~ (il XeF2 + H20 --+ 

Oil XeF4 + ~o --+ 
(iii) XeF6 + H20 --+ 

(iv) XeF6 + NaF --+ 

(v) XeOF4 + H20 --+ 

(vi) xeo3 + ~o --+ 

112. Write the structures of fluorides of xenon. 
113. Write the structures of XeOF 4 and Xe03. Mention the state of 

hybridisation of xenon atom in them. 
114. How would you account for the square pyramidal structure of 

XeOF 4 molecule? Explain the formation d the molecule. 
115. Explain why aluminium, though an electropositive metal, 

finds extensive use as a structural material. 
116. Discuss the pattern of variation in the oxidation states of the 
.;p- following: 

(i) Al to Tl (ii) Si to Pb 
(iii) P to Bi 

117. What is the importance of ultrapure elemental silicon? How 
is it obtained? 

118. How far do you agree with the phenomenon concept of inert 
pair effect? Justify your answer. 

~ ~9. Compare the structures of white phosphorus, P406 and 
-9f- P4010• 

ESSAY (LONG ANSWER) TYPE QUESTIONS 
1. Discuss the following properties and their variation in the 

group 15 elements : 
(i) Atomic radii 

->r"<iii) Oxidation states 
t M catenation. 

(ii) Metallic character 
* (iv) Allotropy , 

~ - What is inert pair effect? How does this effect affect fhe 
"~ properties of group 15 elements? · 

3. Discuss . ~e preparation, structures and important 
charactenstics of the hydrides of group 15 elements. 

4. ~hat types_ of halides are formed by group 15 elements? 
Discuss their structures and important characteristics. 

5. How are the different oxides of nitrogen prepared? Discuss 
t~eir gen_eral characteristics and~ rite their structures.f-) 

6. Give a ~nef ac~unt of the oxoacids of nitrogen and phosphorus 
and wnte their structures. Mention some important methods ,· 
of preparation and properties of orthophosphoric acid. · 

7. In what ways does nitrogen differ from the other elements of 
group 15? What are the causes for this anomalous'behaviour? 

'-k-8. Why are the elements of group 16 called chalcogens? Discuss 
7f' their important characteristics. 

9. Compare the elements of group 15 with those of group 16 in 
relation to the following properties : 
(i) Atomic radii (ii) Ionisation energy 
(iii) Electronegativity -¥iv) Electron affinity 

~ ) Oxidation states. 
10. With suitable explanation, give a brief account of the oxidation 

_states and allotropy exhibited by the elements of group 16. 
11. Discuss the structures and important characteristics of the 

hydrides of group 16 elements. 
12. Give a brief account of the halides and oxides of group 16 

elements. Also mention the structures of SF 4, SF6, S02 and 
S03. 

13. Give a brief account of the oxoacids of sulphur, selenium and 
tellurium.(Write the structures of the following : 

'!f{i) Sulphurous acid 
~ ii) Peroxomonosulphuric acid ) 

-ktiii) Thiosulphuric acid ) 
(iv) Dithionic acid. 

14. Discuss the anomalous behaviour of oxygen in relation to the 
properties of group 16 elements. 

15. Whatare.-halogens and why are they called so? Give their 
important physical and chemical characteristics. 

16. With suitable explanations, give a brief account of the 
oxidation states exhi~ited by halogens.(Why are all halogens 
coloured~ ) , . • 

17. Discuss t~. following properties and their variation~ 
referen'ce 'to the elements of group 17 : 
(i) Reactivity (ii) Oxidising nature 
(iii)°Acidic nature of oxoacids. 

18. How are hydrogen halides ~re.pared? Discuss their ~ 
and mention some of their important characteristics Willi 
suitable explanation. 

19. What type of oxoacids are formed by haloaens? Give a ~ 
account of the preparation, important properties and acidl 
nature of the oxoacids of chlorine. 

'1,,20. What are interhalogen compounds and how are llltf 
~ classified? Give a brief account of their general characteristics 

and structures. 
21. In what ways does fluorine differ from other halogens?Wha 

is the cause of this anomalous behaviour? 
22. What are noble gases and why are they called so? Mentiri 

the important physical characteristics of these gases. 
23. Discuss the following properties with reference to noble &a!e5 : 

(i) Chemical reactivity 
(ii) Atomicity 
(iii) Atomic radii 
(iv) Melting and boiling points 
(v) Ionisation energy 
(vi) Solubility in water 
(vii) liquefaction tendency. 

24. Give a brief account of the chemistry of noble gases. with, 
special reference to the fluorides and oxyftuorides of xenoo. 



25. Give the methods of preparation, properties and structuresd 
the following compounds : 
(i) Xef 4 (ii) XeOF 4 
(iii) Xef 5 (iv) Xe03. 

26. What are the important ores of aluminium? How is the d 
extracted from the bauxite ore? . 

27 • How does tin occur in nature? Give a brief account_ of its 
extraction from ores. Mention the important alloys of tin. 

28. What are the i'!'portant ores of lead? How . is ~ ~ 
extracted from ,ts ores? Mention some of its ,mporta 
properties. . 

29. How is phosphine prepared in the laboratory? OisCUSS 115 

important properties, uses and structure. 
30. Give the preparation, properties and uses of the follawil1 : 

Ci) PCl3 (ii) PCls itS 
31. How does sulphur occur in nature? Give a brief accountd 

extraction. What is the effect of heat on sulphur? ·i,e ttie 
32. How does phosphorus occur in nature? oescri 

preparation of white and red phosphorus. 

33, Give a brief account of the manufacture of sulphuric acid by 
contact process. 

3', HOW are oxoacids of chlorine prepared? Give their important 
properties and uses. ·· 

JS. HOW are noble gases isolated from air? Describe their 
important uses. 

2-36,. Using VSEPR theory, predict the probable structures of S03 • 
~ IF6-, XeF2, CI04-, ICl4- and IBr2--
~7. Describe the shapes of the following species : 
f- (1) SiF 4 (b) SiFj-

(c) PF5. 

OBJECTIVE (MULTIPLE CHOICE) lYPE QUESTIONS 
CflOOSe the correct option in the following questions. 

1. NH3 has much higher boiling point than PH3, because 
(1) NH3 has a much higher molecular mass 
(b) NH3 forms hydro&en bonds 
(c) NH3 contains ionic bonds while PH3 contains covalent bonds . 
(d) NH3 undergoes umbrella inversion 

2. Which of the following oxides of nitrogen is the anhydride of 
nitrous acid? 
(a) NO (b) N2O3 
(c) N2O4 (d) N2Os 

3. PCl5 exists but NCl5 does not because 
(a) nitrogen has no vacant d-orbitals 
(b) NCls is unstable 
Cc) N2 is inert 
{d) None of the above 

4. Which hydride is most stable? 
(a) AsH3 {b) SbH3 
{c) PH3 {d) NH3 

5. The largest bond angle is in 
(a) NH3 {b) PH3 
{c) AsH3 {d) BiH3 

6. NH3 molecule can enter into complex formation through 
(a) ionic bond 
{b) covalent bond 
(c) coordinate bond 
(d) electron-deficient bond 

7. NF3 is less polar than NH3 because 
(a) F is more reactive than H 
(b) NH3 forms associated molecules 
(c) The resultant of bond polarity is less 
(d) The resultant of the individual polarities is opposed by the 

polarity of lone pair 
8. The oxoacid of phosphorus in which phosphorus has the 

lowest oxidation state is 
{a) hypophosphorus acid 
{b) orthophosphoric acid 

(c) pyrophosphoric acid 
{d) metaphosphoric acid 

9. Which of the following nitrogen halides is most stable? 
{a) Nl3 {b) NBr3 
(c) NCl3 (d) NF3 

10. A whffe precipitate is obtained on hydrolysis of : 
{a) PCl5 (b) NCl3 
{c) BiCl3 (d) AsCl3 

1 \. Structure of Sf 4 is 
(1) octahed,a[ ' {b) bipyramldal 

,, " (c) squ_are planar {d) tetrahedral 
12. Whidi..one has the highest bond energy? 

(1) 0-0 {b) S-S 
(c) Se-Se {d) T~Te 

13. H2S is more acidic than H20 although sulphur is less 
electronegative than oxygen. This is because 
{a) water is a highly associated compound 
(b) H-S bond is weaker than H-0 .bond 
(c) the molecular weight of H2S is more than that of H2O 
{d) H2S is a gas while H2O is a liquid 

14. Which has sp2 hybridisation? 
(a) CO2 {b) N2O 
{c) SO2 (d) CO 

15. The maximum covalency of sulphur is 
(a) 2 {b) 4 
{c) 6 (d) 8 

16. Oxygen exhibits - 1 oxidation state in 
(a) OF2 (b) H2O 
{c) H2O2 (d) HCIO 

17. The hybridisation state of Sin SF6 is 
{a) sp3d (b) sp3d 2 

(c) i sp3 (d) sp3d 3 

18. Which one has the lowest boiling point? 
(a) H2O {b) H2S 
(c) H2Se (d) H2 Te 



19. Ozone is 

(a) a comPound of oxygen 

(b) an allotrope of oxygen 

(c) an isotope of oxygen 

(d) an isobar of oxygen 

20. Which one is the strongest reducing agent? 

(a) HF (b) HCI 

(c) HBr (d) HI 

21 . Which one is the strongest oxidising agent? 

(a) HCIO (b) HCIO2 
Cc) HCIO3 (d) HCIO4 

22. Among the following, the pseudo halide is 

(a) CN- (b) ICI 

34. Which among the following is the most reactive? 

Ca) Clz Cb) Br2 

Cc) lz Cd) ICI (J.E.E. Main, 2015) 

35. Match the catalysts to the correct processes 

Catalyst Process 

CA) TiCl3 (i) Wacker process 

(8) PdClz (ii) Ziegler-Natta polymerization 

CC) CuClz (iii) Contact process 

CD) V2O5 (iv) Deacon's process 

(a) CA)-(iii), CB)-(ii), CCHiv), (O)-(i) 

(b) (A)-{ii), (8)-(i), (C)-(iv), (O)-(iii) 

(c) (A)-(ii), (8)-(iii), (C)-(iv), (O)-(i) 

36 (d) ~A)-(iii), (8)-(i), (C)-(ii), {0)-(iv) CJ.E.E. Main, 2015) 

• Which one has the highest boiling point ? 
(1) He (b) N 

(c) Kr (d) x: 
(c) 13 (d) IF5 

(J.£.E. Main, 2015) 

23 Fl 37. AIMrtlon : Nitrogen and oxygen are the main eorn""ft · 
• uorine can exist in the oxidation states in the atmosphere but these do not react to form 

0
~''nts 

(a) -1 only nitrogen. es Of 

(b) -1 and + l only Auson : The reaction between nitrogen and oxygen requi 

(c) -1 , + 1 and +3 only high temperature. res 

(d) -1, + l, +3, +5 and +7 (a) Both assertion and reason are correct, and the reason . 

24. The most powerful oxidising agent is the correct explanation tor the assertion rs 

(a) fluorine (b) chlorine (b) Both assertion and reason are correct, but the rea50n . 
not the correct explanation for the assertion 15 

(c) bromine (d) iodine (c) The assertion is incorrect, but the reason is correct 

25. Iodine can form the ions (d) Both the assertion and reason are incorrect 

(a) 1- (bH~ '' r" > U.E.E. Main, 201S) 

(c) 1
3

• (d) All of these 38. ,The species in wl1ich " the N atom is in a state of s 

26. The following acids have been arranged in the order of , hybridizationJs, '-' - :P· 

decreasing acid strength. (a) NO2 + i-, : "'· Cb) NC>.! -

CIOH (I) BrOH (II) IOH (111) (c) NO~ tJ , (d) NO2 U.E.E. Main, 20l&) 

Identify the correct order. 39. The, ~ ~ction of zinc with dilute and concentrated nitric acid, 

(a) I > II > Ill (b) II > I > Ill respectively, produces 

(c) 111 > 11 > I (d) I > Ill > II , (a)•N20 and NO2 (b) NO2 and NO 

27. If one litre of air is passed repeatedly on hot copper and hot _ •, (c) NO and N2O (d) NO2 
and N2O 

magnesium till no further decrease in volume takes place,,the, . · (J.E.E. Main, 2016) 

volume of residual gas would be about ' 40. The pair in which phosphorous atoms have a formal oxidation 

(a) 200 ml (b) 100 ml state of +3 is 

(c) 1 o ml (d) zero (a) orthophosphorous and pyrophospho~ous ~cids 

28. Which one of the following fluorides does not exist? (b) pyrophosphorous and hypophosphon~ acI~s 

H f (b) XeF (c) orthophosphorous and hyPophosphonc acids 

(a) e 
4 (d) SF 

4 
(d) pyrophosphorous and pyrophosphoric acids 

Cc) Cf 4 . 
6 (J.E.E. Main, 2016) 

29. The ~ructure of Xef6 is (b) pyramidal 41. The reagent~s) that can_ ~lectively preci~itat~ s2- from a 

(1) distorted octahedral . 1 b. 'dal mixture of S - and so/ m aqueous solution Is (are) 

(c) tetrahedral Cd) ~gona 1pyram1 (a) CuCl2 (b) BaCl2 

30. The first noble gas compound obtamed was (c) Pb(OOCCH
3
)
2 

(d) Na2[Fe(CN)5NOJ 

(a) Xef 2 (b) Xef 4 
(J.E.E. Ad., 2016) 

(c) XePtf5 Cd) XeOF4 42. Consider the molecules CH4, NH3 and H20, Which of the 

31. Xef6 on complete hydrolysis gives given statement is false? 

(a) Xe (b) Xe02 (a) The H--C-H bond angle in CH4, the H-N~H bond 

Cc) xe03 Cd) Xe04 angle in NH3, and the H---0-H bond angle m H20 are 

32 Geometry of XeOF 4 molecule is . all greater than 90°. . 

. (1) square planar (b) square pyramidal (b) The H--0-H bo~d angle in H20 is larger than the H-

t ·an ~lar pyramidal (d) octahedral . C-H bond angle in CH4. 

Cc) ~ _grad" c· A> of NJ- o2- and t are respectively (c) The H-0-H bond angle in H2O is smaller than the H-

33 The 1on,c 11 '" • d 1 40 
· 36 1 4o and 1.71 (b) 1.36, 1.71 an · N-H bond angle in NH3 . 

(1) 1.71' 1.40 and 1.36 (d) 1.71, 1.36 and 1.40 (d) The H--C-H bond angle in CH4 is larger than the H-

(c) 1. , . (J.E.E. Ma,n, 2015) N-H bond angle in NH3. (N.E.E. T., 2016) 
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43. Among the following, the correct order of acidity is 

Ca) HCI03 < HC104 < HC102 < HCIO 
(b) HCI0 < HCI02 < HOOJ < ·HCt0-4 
(c} HCI02 < HCI0 < HO03 < HCI0, 
(d) HC104 < HCI02 < HCIO < HClO 3 '(N.E.E. T .. 2016> 

44. When copper ts heated with cont. HN03• it produces 
(a) CuCN.03)2 and N02 

(bl P~rntt iCid ,s a monoprohc acid wh 1le ~phonic 
Kid is • d1prot,c .acid 

It) aoth ·~ lnp1ot1c ()Clds. 
(d) Botti are d•orotic •cads. (M.[..!.T,, 20 16) 

•9. The spec~, havmg bond anai~ of 12cr ,, 
(t) PH, (b) CIF J (c) NCI J (d) SCI 1 

(N .C.£.1 .. (UG)-2017) (b) Cu(N03)2 and NO 
(c) CuCN03)2 , NO and N02 50. In whiQtt 1>1ir ot Ions bo(ti tht spec:111 coot.In S-5 bOf'ld? 

<•> ~ -. s2oJ- (b) s,.oi-. s.,o3-(d) Cu(N03)2 and NzO (N.E.£. T.,, 2016) 
45. Which one of t,t\e following orders ls correct for the bond 

d1.ssoclatfon enthalpy of halogen molecules? 
(a) 12 > Br7 > Cl2 > F1 {b) Cl2 > Br2 > F2 > 12 
(c) Br2 > 12 > F2 > Cl2 (d) F2 > Cl2 > Br2 > 12 ) 

(N.E.E.T., 2016 
'6-TM prodl.ld obtained as • result of a reaction of nitrogen with 

CIC1 is 

(1) ce(CN)2 (b) CaCN 
(cl C1CN3 (d) C.2CN (N.E.E.T., 2016) 

,1. Match the compounds given In column I with the hybfldlsatlon 
and 91ept given 10 column II and mant the correct option. 

Column I Column II 

(~ XeFr, 

1e1 x~ 
(C) XeOF, 
(0) Xef 4 

to : (A) (8) (C) CO) 
ta) ti) (iii) (iv) (ii) 
(b) (t) {ii) (iv) am 
(d (N) (iii) (1) (ii3 

(I) Distorted octahedral 
(Ii) Square planar 
(iii) Pyramidal 
(iv) Square pyramidal 

(d) (tv) (i) (ii) (iti) (N~E.£. T~, 2016} 
.._ Wl'ttch IS the conect statement tor the gtYen acids? 

(a) Phosptumc add is a d,protic acid while phosphooic acid 
1$ a monop,ollC acid. 

<c) ~ • s2oI· (d) s.ot·. Si03 
(N.f .t.T., (UGh'l017l 

51 . Mitch t~ lnterhalopn compound• of c01umn I with tl'lo 
geometry In column II 1nd as,ign the cotrect cod'-1 

Column I Column II 
(1) XX· (I) T-lhlJ)I 
(2) XX3 (II) Pentaaonel blpy,.mldal 
(3) XX 5 (Ill) line.er 
(4) XX7 (Iv) Squtre-P'J'-m\dal 

M Tetr•hedral 
Code: 

(1) (2) (3) (4) 
(a) (Hi) (Iv) (i) (Ii) 
(b) (iii) (I) (Iv) (ii} 
(c) (v) (Iv) (iii) (I!) 
(d) (Iv) (Ill) (ii) (I) (N.E.£. T., SUG)-2O17) 

52. Name the gas that can readily decoloo-rlW:5 addlf 11d t<Mn04 
solution. 
(a) COi 
(c) N02 

(b) S02 
(dlP205 

(N.&.E.T., (00)--2017) 
53. Which of the following species is rd paramaanetic? 

ta) 0i (bl£½ 
Cc) ~o (d) co U.E.E. ~n,. 20\7) 

54. rhe products obtained when chlofine ~ rea;t.s 1N1\h COid 
ahd dilute aqueous NaOH are 
<~> c1- and c10- (b) er and ~ 
(c) c,o- and CI03 (d) C!Oi anc, 003 

U.E.L Main, 2017) 

'TRUE OR FALSE' 1YPE QUESTIONS 
Stitt whet~ the foll<H,ing statements a,e True or Fafse. 

l. The elements of group 15 are less metallic than the 
COResponding ~rtts af group 14. 

2. ·Red phosphorus wsts as discrete P • molecules. 
3. All hydrides ~ group 15 elemenhi form hydrogen bon&ng 

With themselves and with water. 
4. All Olides.d Mroeen are acidic in nature. 
S. ijl~ is a monobask acid. 
,. ~u, ~ is s8 molecule because it t\as a ~ 
~ to form Pa1'• multiple bOOds. 

7 • The40f\JS.ltion tne,ay "oayaen is tnghe, than that of nitfOgl!n. 
I , SiulOhuf llndtrps sp>d·hybf~••Uon 111 ,ts ~ olidatioo 

llater.otnpolJflds. 
t. "IIOifl" tpl. hybfidllltlOfl, tM bOf1d lr\CW in H1lt Is ckM 

IO C}(t 

10. In the solid state, sulphur tnoodt eJJsts as 1 cyclte ••• 
11. The atomic rlOIUS o( a~ atom IS 1nt sm.allllt W\ 11 

penod. 

12. Among halogens, ch~ne hn tne hCMSl vatut o1 ~ 
lffin~. 

U. The highest OXldation mte eshibited tJ¥ ~ il ♦"1 
14. Amooi haloiens, ~ "thl ~ ~ _,., 
15. StJCl5 ls le5s ClWIWlt thl~ SbO,>, 
16. MlOfl& hydr<'ltl" ballldtl. .,.f " tnl ~ . ~ . di 
17 . In tlllous 1Cm. tht audlbon- stall at ft ._.. ~ II •! 
18. The Kid ,.,.. Qt Q1iOlti$ al ~ ~ N twd!N 

HOO "> H001 ~ ~Ill, .., ~. 
11. Clf, ti I COIOOMII .. , It fQQn\ llffiDI'__.. 



20, In~ compounds 4"' m<n reactive than~-
21. l~tefhaq.,en C0mp()unds c:J the ~ XY5 haw ~ 

bipyram~l structiires. 

2._ ~ ~ pses.. heium is least satJt»e in .._ 
25~~ Ol)~ r:I ~ ~ ~ ~ 

26. Xef2 is bmed by sp
3
~ c:J k lttWll. 

22. rscN)i is I pseudo haqen_ 
23. Atomic radii c:J nob6e psm &r! much smaller thin ttlow c:J 

coueswoding haqens. 
27. The Xt--0 boods in XeO.i n ~ aMlent ~ 

Answers --....... 
1. T 2. F 3. F 4. F s. T 6. F 7. F 8. T 9. T lQ. F 11. T 12. T 13. T 14. T 15. F 16. T 17. T 18. F 19. T 20. l 21. F 22. T 23. F 24. T 25. T 26. T 27. F 

'FIU IN THE BLANKS' 1YPE QUESTIONS 
1. The elements of group 15 possess a .. .. ........ np Sllbshe.11. through ···· ·····--· . 2. On moving down the group 15, metallic character ..•.. .... ... . 
3. N1~ exhibits all oxxiation states from ... ....... to ..... .. ... . 

19. SF, molecule in\'OM!s ..... ... .... h'yt>ridlSlflon ll'd ~ 
in shape. ·---*4. PH3 molecule Is formed by .... .... ... . hybridisation and has 

H-P-H bond angle equal to ... ......... . 
20. The etectron affinity of fluorine is . . . . . . . . . . . . th.an lt\l 

chlorine. ~ 
5. Among the hydrides of group 15 ejements, ... ......... is most ,ii· Fluonne molectJles . absort> ..... .. ..... light ~ ~ stable and most basic. , ..... .... .... , whereas iodine molecules absorb ··-·--. .._ 6. Among the hydrides of group 15 elements. the strongest and show ....... ..... cok>ur. 

reducing agent is ... .. ... ... .. ~ ~ h_~ ~vity ot halog,ens is due to ~ __ ___ 7. Hydrazine bums in oxygen to give .. .. ....... . and . . . . ...... .. . ✓ • diSsociatiOn energy and ... ......... electron affinrty. 8. The trihalides ol group 15 elements are p,edominantty -t23. 13ion:iine can displace only ........ .... from its satt ~ ...... .. .... and have ........ .... struchlres. ,t24. ~ the hyd~ halides, the strongest ~ • 9. Pas is fanned by ......... ... hybridisation and is ..... .. ..... in is . . . .. ... . 

1 
shape. . . ~- n:,e acid ~ of d~t oxoacids c:J a haqien iraease -¥-lo. Sb406 is . .. ... .. ... . in nature • while Bi2o3 is ... .. ....... . wrth ·······- ,·· 1n the ox1daoon number c:J the hi.qen._ ,fl-1. Hyponitrous acid has the formula ............ and its basicity t26. In a intemalogen compound XYn , X is atwiys ···--is ...... . . haqen and exists in a ............ oxidation state. 

~ 12. The oxidation states of phosphorus in hypophosphorus ~7. Nobw! gases are soluble in water due to .... ........ t~ . acid and pyrophosphoric acid are .. ....... .. . and ............ 28. The electron affinities of noble gases are nearly eq,.a1 ll respectively. .. . ...... ... because they possess stable . . .. .. ... ... ~ _.r-13. Orthophosphoric acid is a ..... .... ... basic acid and forms configurations.. 
........ .... types of salts. ,}!· The fust chemical compound ot a noble gas prepa,ec:1 11 t'f 14. The deflsity ot group 16 elements ....... .... . on moving down : laboratory was ....... ..... . It was prepared t,y ·- ··--- • 
the group. ·· ···· -- ···· · -X- 1s. The first ionisation energy of S is .... ..... ... than that of P. f · XeF2 is a colour!~ .... ........ and is stable when ··---~ 6. The electron affinity of oxygen is ............ than that of S. and •··· •· ... . 

17. The allotropic fonns of sulphur can be grouped into ... .. ... ... . ;;kl- XeF6 is prepared bit heating a mixture ot Xe and F2 ri ~ classes. I\ ratio •·· ······-- · at ....... ..... K under a pres-sure iJ. ... .. - · 
18. The low volatility of water as compared to the other hydrides atm. 

of group 16 elemeflts is due to the .... ..... ... of H20 molecules 32. XeOF 4 involves . ... .. ... ... h)tndisatioo and is . ·- ·····•· :i 
shape.. 

Answers 
1. half-filled 2. increases 3. -3 , + 5 4. sp3, 93.6" 
S. NH3 6. BiH3 7, N2, H20 8. covalent, pyramidal 
9. sp

3
d, trigonal bipyramidal 10. amphote.ric, basic 11 . H2N202, 2 

12. +1, +5 13. tri , three 14-. Increases lS. I~ 
16. less 17. three 18. association, intermolecular hydrogen bonding 
19. sp

3
d,trigonal bipyramidal 20. less 21. v~t. yellow, yellow and~. ~ I 22. low, high 23. iodine 24. HI 25. Increase 26· li'i'r, positive 27. dipole-induced dipole 28. zero, closed shell 29. XtPtF6, Neil B.lrtlett, 1962 3o. SOiid, pure, dry 31. 1 : 20, 500-575 K, 50 32. si<l, SQUlr! pyramidal -----_..:.:.:...:..:.:...~=----~:.:..:...:~===----~ 



'ASSERTION-REASON' TYPE QUESTIONS 
n,e questions given below consist of an Assertion and a Rulon. You have to choose the correct answer (a), (bl, (c) or (d) according 
to the folloWin& clue : 
(1) If both Assertion and Reason are CORRECT and RNSOn is the CORRECT explanation of the Auertlon. 
(b) If both Assertion and Reason are CORRECT but Reason Is not the CORRECT expl1n1tlon of the Autrtlon. 
(cl If Auertion is CORRECT but Reason Is INCORRECT. 
(d) If Assertion is INCORRECT but Relson is CORRECT. 

- Anertloa .... 
~l. The oxoacidS of phosphorus containing P-H bonds are strong The P-H bonds present in these acids dissociate to aJve H• ions. 

redutina aaents. 

2. Nitrie acid turns yellow on long standing. It slowly decomposes to give N02 which pts dissolved In It. 
3. The (}--0 bond length in ozone is identical with that in molecular The ozone molecule is a resonance hybrid of two canonlcal 

oxygen. structures. 
4. The shape of XeOF2 molecule is T- shaped. It is formed by sirl hybridisation of Xe atom. 
5. HI can not be prepared by the action of cone. H2so, on Kl. HI is more volatile than H2S04. 
6. Higher noble gases are soluble in water. Noble gases are monoatomic in nature. 

-
Answers 

1. (cl 2. (a) 3. (d) 4. (cl 5. (a) 6. (b). 

QUESTIONS FROM ISC EXAMINATION PAPERS 
~i!• Write balanced equation for the following reaction : Fluorine +(iii) Sulphuric acid is treated with phosphorus. 
~and dilute sodium hydroxide. (2009) 7. for the molecule IF7 : 

(2014) 

2. (a) Give balanced chemical equations for the following: (i) Draw the,structure of the molecule. 
) Chlorine gas is passed through cold, dilute NaOH. (ii) State the hybridisation of the central atom. i) Sulphur dioxide gas Is passed through NaOH solution: 

C ive reactions and the conditions required for preparation (iii) State the geometry,of the molecule. (2014) * of the following compounds. 8. Draw the structure of,)(enon tetrafluoride molecule and state 
Ci) XeF6 (ii) XeOF 4 (2011) ' the hybridiz~ oi of 'the central atom and the geometry of the 

3. Ca) Give balanced equations for the following reactions: molecule. -1- (2015) 
1t' Ci) Ozone aod mercury , 9. Whe~ SO~ gas is passed through acidified K2Cr207 solution. 
~ii) Action of heat on a mixture of sodium chloride and ¥,he~cofo8r of the solution changes to : 

concentrated sulphuric acid. 
Cb) Name the inert gases used for : ta) Red (b} Black (c) Orange (d) Green 

' .... ~ Ci) Filling sodium vapour lamps. [Ans : (d)J (2016) ,1t- (1i) Obtaining light of different colours in neon signs. . 10. Give balanced equation for the following reaction : 
,2012,, - Phosphoro_us _reacts with cone. sulfpuric acid. (2016) 

(c) Ci) What is the hybridisation of the chlorine atom:in c·1F3 ~!· Sulph_ur dioxide ~cts as an ~xidising agent as well as a 
molecule? '1/f' reducing agent. Give one reaction each to show its oxidisin(! 

(ii) Draw the structure of the molecule a·nd state its ~ature a~d its reducing nature. (20161 
geometry. 12*1) Explain why high pressure is required in the manufacture 

4~) Xenon gives a series of fluorides, but helium and neon do of sulphur trioxide by contact process. State the law or principle used. · not. Why? 
(ii) Calculat~ the equilibrium constant (Kc) for the formation (At. No. : Xe= 54, Ne= 10, He= 2) of NH3 in the following reaction: 

t(b) Explain giving reasons why the halogens are coloured and ~(g) + 3H2(g) ;== 2NH
3
(g) 

the colour deepens from fluorine to iodine. 
(c) Draw the structure of xenon hexafluoride molecule 

and state the hybridisation of the central atom and the 
structure of the molecule. (Sample Paper, 2013) )f?· Among tt:'8 _following halogens, the one which does not form 

· . an oxyac1d 1s : 

Cl) Fluorine (2) Chlorine 
(3) Bromine (4) Iodine (2014) 

6. Write balanced chemical equations for the following 
reactions : 

~ (i) Ozone and lead sulphide 

~i) Chlorine is Passed through hot concentrated NaOH 
'~ solution. 

At equili~~um, the c~~centration of NH3, H2 and N2 are 
1.2 x 10 , 3.0 x 10 and 1.5 x 10-2 M respectively. 

(2017) 
13. ~ive balanced equations for the following reactions : 
~1) Lead sulphide is heated with hydrogen peroxide. 
~i) Ozone is treated with potassium iodide solution. (2017) 

14. Discuss the theory involved in the manufacture of sulphuric 
acid by contact process. (2017) 

15. (i) What are the types of hybridisation of iodine in interhaloleO 
compounds IF3, IF5 and IF7 respectively? 

~ii) Draw the structure of xenon hexafluoride (Xef 6) molecule 
and state the hybridisation of the central atom. (2017) 


